
1 - How can we catch wind?

Directions for Adult/Teacher to assist the child/student with the following:

NOTE: This lesson uses straws and connectors to build the pinwheel. This equipment is available from VEEP/NHEEP.

Option 1: Build the two pinwheels (instructions and template found at the end of this lesson) before engaging
in the lesson and put them to the side

Option 2:  Build the two pinwheels with the student(s) after Step 2.

1. Direct the student to respond to the questions on page 1 using words and pictures.
2. Before exploring with the pinwheels, discuss how a pinwheel works. Then ask the student to record how a

pinwheel works on the pinwheel image at the top of page 2. Symbols to represent movement could be arrows,
wavy lines or straight lines.

3. Hand out the 2 pinwheels or build them. Ask the student to observe the 2 pinwheels without spinning and record
at least two noticings - one difference and one similarity on the bottom of page 2.

4. Find a way to get the pinwheels to spin without using your hand to spin it, such as holding the pinwheels in front of
a fan, go outside,  or swing one in your arm. NOTE to adult/teacher: the uncurled or flat pinwheel spins easily
when spun with a hand, but the curved or traditional pinwheel spins or catches wind/moving air.

5. Record the behavior/noticings of each pinwheel in the chart on page 3.
6. Check the statement about the shape that most closely resembles your thinking.
7. Look back at your initial thoughts about pinwheels and respond to the questions on page 3.

Extension: Read the book, I Face the Wind by Vicky Cobb. (Borrow the book from VEEP, your library or find it on
youtube.)
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Draw how you think a pinwheel works on the image below:

Look at the pinwheels without spinning

them. What do you notice is the same?

Different?

I notice that both pinwheels have A difference I notice about the

pinwheels is
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After getting one or both of the pinwheels to spin, What do you notice?

I notice I notice

❏ I think shape matters.

❏ I don’t think shape matters.

Explain your thinking.

I can catch wind with a pinwheel because

I used to think a pinwheel spun because

Now I think a pinwheel spins because
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How to Build the Pinwheel Instructions

Materials and Equipment

● Two copies of the pinwheel template

● 2 long straw (8 inches)

● 2 short straw (1 inch)

4 connectors

● Scissors

● Hole punch

For both:

Use a hole punch and punch

out the four small circles at the

corner from one template.

**If you don’t have a hole

punch, fold the small gray circle

in half and cut out the half

circle with scissors.

Cut along the dotted lines and

stop at the circle in the center.
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Pick up the attached straws and

connector and place the center

hole onto the short straw. Curl

over one corner with the hole

onto the short straw.

One corner at a time, curl over

the corner with the hole and

onto the short straw.

Repeat with the other three

corners and attach the

connector.

The first completed pinwheel With the other template, slide

the pinwheel template onto the

short connector and attach the

connector.
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2 - Design Challenge: How can we travel

across a frozen _________________**?

Directions for Adult/Teacher to assist the child/student with the following:

NOTE: This engineering lesson uses equipment that is available to borrow from VEEP/NHEEP.

**Add the name of a large body of water/lake in your region that usually freezes for the winter.  Engineering tasks
should include a local context to establish authenticity.

1. Discuss “wild ideas” for designing a way to travel across a frozen Lake in your local area first.  Then, record your
ideas on page 1.

2. Explain that this is an engineering challenge with constraints or limits just like an engineer would have. Show
samples of the materials and explain the criteria described on page 2 and allow the
student to ask clarifying questions, such as, “Can I design using 3 wheels instead of
4?” (yes)

3. Part of the planning process is to look at how others have solved this challenge and
to consider prior knowledge, such as how to catch wind from lesson Wind FUN 1 -
How can we catch wind? Students will begin to imagine their solution on pages 2 and
3 and draw an initial sketch.

4. Student must complete a design and list of materials and then reflect on why they
think their design is a good solution or “best suited” to travel across a frozen lake in
your region at the bottom of page 3 and top of page 4 in order to get “approval” from
the “supervisor” ( adult/teacher) and receive the materials for building the sail car
frame: beads, straws and tape only.

5. Once they have the materials, the student can build the sail car frame. Remember
that students are engineering their sail car and give them the opportunity to build
and revise on their own.  If the student gets frustrated, take a break and revisit their work later.

6. Before building the sail, the student must test their sail car frame for mobility and answer yes to all 3 questions on
page 4 to move on to Wind FUN 3. If not, they need to revise the frame of the sail car frame.
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Design a prototype to travel across  the frozen _________________.

Design Constraints: Materials

1 index card up to 4 wooden

beads

up to 6 plastic

straws (that can

be cut to size)

12 inches of tape

All sail cars will be tested on the floor.

Design criteria:

● Sail car design must travel freely when pushed.

● Sails need to catch the wind in varying wind speeds.

Look at the ways people have traveled over ice.

Think about your work with the pinwheels. Which pinwheel caught more wind?

(check the box)
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Using the evidence from the work with pinwheels, what shape would you choose

for your sail?

Square Triangle Circle Rectangle Other

Why would you choose this shape?

Initial sketch of the sail car. Label the parts of the design. For example, if you

want to add curves like the pinwheel to the sail, label the part that would be

curved.
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List the amount of material needed for your design below.  You may use up to the

amounts listed on page 2.
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Observe your design. Why do you think your design is best suited to catch wind

and push your sail car across a frozen _________________?

How will you know if your sail car “works”? What evidence are you looking for?

Approval from

Supervisor__________________________________________________

Build the frame of the sail car.

How well does your car move?

1. When pushed with your hand, does the

car move easily?

YES NO

2. Do the wheels move freely? YES NO

3. Do all four “wheels” touch the surface? YES NO

If you answered no to any of the questions:

If you answered yes to ALL of the questions:
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3 - Challenge: How can we transport goods

or people across a frozen _____________?

Directions for Adult/Teacher to assist the child/student with the following:

NOTE: Students will need a floor fan, tape, and a yardstick to test their sail car. Set up the testing site on the floor by
taping 2 parallel lines that are 3 feet apart to represent the two shorelines of the body of water. Line up a fan to sit 1 foot
behind one shoreline (the starting point for your sail car) and faces the opposite shoreline (the endpoint for your sail
car..

1. On page 1, have the student list the strengths of their design.
2. If multiple students are participating, have the student build their sail and then look at their classmates’ designs for

similarities and differences, recording the observations on page 2.
3. The student will place the sail car at the shoreline before turning on the “wind” to medium or speed 2.
4. After the first attempt, the student will complete the first row of the chart on page 2. Use a yardstick to measure

distance traveled.
5. Repeat the test two more times and record the data before pausing to repeat the test with a different speed.
6. If the sail car did not move, came apart, or had another factor that limited its movement, ask the student to reflect

on an improvement before making any changes in wind speed. Suggest asking for help from a classmate or
seeking extra material.

7. Retest the sail car and record data on the chart.
8. Reflect on the design and evidence in the charts and record what did and did not work well.
9. Draw and write changes to the design on the bottom of page 4 such as, “Use less tape near the beads” with an

arrow showing where the less tape would be.
10. Optional, share the data in an Engineer Meeting. Even if you don’t revise, finish the reflection on page 4 on what

you would like to do.

*Share out your sail car and findings with VEEP/NHEEP on FB/Twitter!
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Using your design notes from Wind FUN 2: Engineering Challenge: Design, build

your sail.

Look at one or more of your classmates’ sail cars.

One similarity with my sail car design

and my classmates’ is

One difference with my sail car design

from my classmates’ is

Test your sail car design:

Attempt My car made it to

the opposite

shoreline

Fan Speed Distance

Traveled

Line of

Travel

First
❏ yes

❏ no

2/Medium

Inches

❏Straight

❏ Curvy

Second

❏ yes

❏ no 2/Medium

Inches

❏Straight

❏Curvy

Third

❏ yes

❏ no 2/Medium

Inches

❏Straight

❏Curvy
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Attempt My car made it to

the opposite

shoreline

Fan

Speed

Distance

Traveled

Line of

Travel

First
❏ yes

❏ no Inches

❏ Straig

ht

❏ Curvy

Second
❏ yes

❏ no Inches

❏ Straig

ht

❏ Curvy

Third
❏ yes

❏ no Inches

❏ Straig

ht

❏ Curvy

Analyze the data from your sail car tests

On the table(s) above:

□ draw a circle around the longest distance traveled

□ draw a square around the shortest distance traveled

What parts of your sail car design worked well? Include evidence from the tables

above to support your thinking.

What parts of your sail car design did not work well?
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IMPROVE: What should you try next?

What could you do to improve your design? Include your reasons why you would

make this change.

Choose one of the following options

□ Improve your first design with the different material.

□ Create a new design with the same material.

□ Other:_________________________________________

Draw your revision below. Label your changes.
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